Letter N10
Dead or not dead (final)
While we think here in terms of capitalism and the Geneva Conventions,
they are performing their massacres, it’s their next Baturyn, just as under Peter I.
At the same time when the whole of Europe is expressing its deep concern.
No, I cannot help but comment. Because they have already introduced censorship of news even here, and we will soon know only the filtrate of a week ago. Or
from the refugees, what was really going on there.

- Galia, where did it fall?
Even now, no one really knows where another rocket fell, neither the
neighbors, nor the mayor, nor the Armed Forces, nor the orcs. And what units
are there, where do they fight and with whom. Everything has been mixed
a long time ago, and the news is gradually becoming muddy, like those sour
soups.
During these two weeks or the next. Will the whole world really watch it
with great interest? How events will unfold here. Will they admire how we stand
against the horde here in the Bandera cars imported from Europe? This is a
whole plot for the film industry, 4 cowboys with javelins against a column of
tanks. Hey, Chornobaivka 10:0.
400 journalists of all the world’s top publications are sitting in the atmospheric cafes of Lviv collecting evidence of how we volunteer here all over the
country and get bulletproof vests and thermal imagers. Via God knows what
Venezuelan mafia. Because all the neighbors have already set limits, they need
them for themselves.
We will give you humanitarian aid, Javelins, but you will not have any
means of protection. We are not yet European enough for them to value our
lives. While cut off from the last connection Chernihiv is becoming the next city
of humanitarian catastrophe, the Hague is gathering evidence in the Carpathians, and the world military rating is with some extent of uncertainty lowering the
orc army from second to fifth place.
Well, this is probably serious. But there is still perhaps not enough argument for NATO or at least one army in the world to intervene in this heinous
crime against humanity. And to not allow the recurrence of our 1933 genocide.
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All of them are incompetent, except for good speeches about humanity
and tolerance, economic sanctions, and neither the UN, nor NATO, nor the great
20 are able to protect civilians on the planet. And the-one-who-should-havedied knows this very well. Because all of 2021, he traded 100 yards of oil and gas
in Europe for this war, and now he is easily pouring it on us with his winged tornadoes.
No one is capable of anything but time, struggle and our will, which will
determine the next two weeks, when they will finally run out of fuel, cannon fodder, or maybe two more and more…

Will die or won’t die
He will surely die, but how many more will he take with him, his own and
our living people in front of everyone else. And everyone is watching and waiting. And I am bitter about it. Because I saw such situations on the street. When
one such bully beats and humiliates everyone in turn. And everyone is standing
and watching. Silently while he deals with the previous one, while he lies on the
ground.
He calmly walks through the ranks and chooses the next victim. And everyone stands in silence and watches who he chooses. Who does not show proper respect.
And I do not want to talk about peace at this time. Or guess when he will
die. I want to cross that inner red line and pick up a weapon. Do at least something so as not to stand still and look at this geopolitical smear. The one that is
afraid of some imbalance of the continent’s forces, prescribes regular examinations.
I do not know how much more energy I will have to continue to smile, pretend to be a volunteer-ecovillager, a sunny man and give those interviews, send
my photo in a straw hat. Apparently I just need a break, a change of scenery. Just
a switch. A pause in this filtered news.
And behind it a column of tractors was shelled, which went peacefully to
the field to do some sowing. I really want to see the release of Kherson, at least
Kherson. We just cannot, we cannot allow that. While they are still standing at
rallies, they are being bombed, shot and packed. These are our people…
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